
Coface is seeking a  Global Solutions Account Manager 
Salary : Commensurate with experience 
Location : East Windsor, NJ 
 
About Coface 
 
The Coface Group, a worldwide leader in credit insurance, offers companies around the globe solutions 
to protect against the risk of financial default of their clients, both on the domestic market and for export. 
In 2014, the Group, supported by its 4,500 staff, posted consolidated revenue of €1.441 billion. Present 
directly or indirectly in 98 countries, Coface protects transactions of 40,000 companies in more than 200 
countries. Each quarter, Coface publishes risk assessments for 160 countries, based on its unique 
knowledge of company payment behavior and on the expertise of 350 underwriters located close to 
clients and their debtors. In France, Coface manages export public guarantees on behalf of the French 
State. Learn more at www.coface.com. 
 
The Coface Global Solutions organization delivers the specialized services that multinational companies 
require - proactive coordination of risk management, comprehensive reporting, and "global / local" 
service. The role of the team is to help our Global Policyholders optimize credit management practices in 
their subsidiaries and to protect our client’s international sales growth and improve their operating 
performance. The Team works with clients and prospective clients to coordinate and structure credit 
insurance protection on a global scale. 
 
Objectives 
The Account Manager is responsible for the retention and development of ongoing relationships between 
Coface and its key clients, as well as their intermediaries in order to maximize revenue and retention of 
profitable clients in the portfolio. The Account Manager will also play a key role in enhancing the customer 
experience of Coface products by servicing and cross-selling services and products to existing clients. 
The Account Manager should have a clear understanding of the current economic climate and how it 
affects the market. 
 
Key Tasks and Responsibilities 
Customer Relationship Management 
Build strong customer relationships through regular and proactive communication through various media 
and collaborative tools. 
-Respond swiftly and appropriately to questions and concerns from clients and their intermediaries. 
- Utilize a consultative approach in determining the most effective coverage for a particular client need in 
preparing bids and price quotes. 
-Introduce and promote new Coface offerings through consistent client interaction and onsite visits 
- Deliver critical data to the client; translating critical information into client needs. 
 
Portfolio Management: 
- Act as the central point of contact for the client and/or its intermediaries 
- Prepare and present sales proposals / renewal offers to deliver renewal revenue and achieve maximum 
sales profitability  
- Increase profitability of existing product lines and maximize opportunities for all Coface offerings 
- Monitor and report on performance 
- Demonstrate all Coface offerings to existing clients to determine those solutions best suited for their 
needs 
 
Market Knowledge: 
-Establish and ensure credibility with clients by clearly articulating detailed current market conditions, and 
aligning the Coface value proposition vs our competitors 
-Collaborate with the Coface Marketing team to leverage our resources for campaigns and events 
Communication: 
-Supply management with verbal and written reports on customer needs, problems, interests, competitive 
activities, and potential for new products and services. 



-Establish and maintain communication links with other internal departments to identify all sales 
opportunities. 
- Develop, maintain and lever strong relationships with intermediaries in order to increase the client 
retention. 
 
Risk Management and compliance: 
-Ensure prudent Commercial Underwriting of Credit Insurance Business, adhering to Group Standards. 
- Take joint ownership of the loss ratio on the portfolio with the Risk Department and deliver a profitable 
result to the business. 
- Adhere to compliance standards set by Coface and external regulators. 
Education 
4-year College Degree required/MBA preferred. 
Finance, Business Administration, Economics, Banking or equivalent. 
 
Experience 
-Minimum three years of sales or client relationship management ideally within a financial institution; 
Previous experience in a multi-cultural environment will be a plus. 
-In depth familiarity and knowledge of various contract structures in order to know how best to negotiate 
between price and risk. 
-Risk Management and Project Management a plus. 
 
Desired Behaviors 
The successful Global Solutions Sales Manager candidate will: 
-Drive towards results, with the customer top of mind throughout all internal and external interactions. 
-Collaborate well with internal stakeholders while acting as a champion for change . 
-Work towards win-win outcomes and achieve value added results during negotiations. 
 
Travel 
Ability to travel within the U.S. and Canada 
 
Coface is an Equal Opportunity Employer 

 


